Product Technical Data Sheet 028
NRS Leg Lifter Range
Product Range
F19571

Single Handle Leg Lifter

L33194

Dual Handle Leg Lifter

Product Description & Intended Purpose
These leg lifters offer greater mobility and independence to
the user providing support for lifting stiff or immobile legs.
Particularly useful when getting in and out of bed, a
wheelchair or car, also for repositioning legs when sitting.

Product Features


Stiff polyester webbing for durability.



Reinforced foot loop.



Single or double handle for added control and
comfort.

Technical Specification
Product Weight: approx. 90g (approx. 3oz)

Dimensions


Length — F19571:

865mm (34”)

L33194:

865mm (34”)

User Instructions: (Note: for detailed information refer to User Instructions)


Ensure the foot loop is open wide, mould it to roughly the correct shape and size for your
foot.



Hold the handle (F19571) or handles (L33194) and use them to help you hook the foot loop
over your foot.



Once your foot is comfortably inside the loop, use the handles to lift your leg up and guide it
to the new position.



Once your leg is in the desired position remove your foot from the loop and repeat the
process for your other leg.

PTDS028
NRS Leg Lifter Range
Safety Precautions


Do not leave product on the floor, it could become a trip hazard.



Ensure foot is sufficiently inside the loop before attempting to raise leg.



Take care when putting strap around wrists not to get it tangled.



Not suitable for use by children.

Cleaning


Clean regularly, use a general purpose, neutral detergent and warm water.



Hand wash at low temperatures using a mild detergent. Do not machine wash.



Allow product to fully dry prior to use/storage. Do not tumble dry.

Care & Maintenance


Periodically inspect the product for signs of wear or damage, pay particular attention to the seams
and stitching.



Any suspected faults or damage should immediately be reported to the supplier and the product
taken out of action.

Accessories / Related Products
None
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